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Friday, August 24, 2018 • Brown Hall Auditorium

8:30 a.m. .............................................. Coffee and Light Refreshments
Brown Hall Breezeway

8:45 a.m. .............................................. Slideshow Introducing New Faculty
Brown Hall Auditorium

9:00 a.m. .............................................. Program Begins

Welcome & Introduction .............................................. Bill Flora
2018-2019 Faculty Senate President

Special Music .............................................. Greyscale
Directed by Alan Stevens

Message from the President .......................................... Brian E. Noland
ETSU President

Annual Faculty Convocation Video ..................................... Marty Fitzgerald
Chair, ETSU Dept of Digital Media

Greetings from the Board of Trustees ................................ Linda Latimer
Trustee

Remarks from Student Government ................................. Megha Gupta
2018-2019 Student Government Pres

Introduction of New Faculty ......................................... Wilsie S. Bishop
Vice President for Health Affairs

Recognition of Emeritus Status .................................... Bert C. Bach
Provost & Vice Pres for Acad Affairs

Distinguished Faculty Awards

Final Comments

~ Please join us for the Student Convocation in the Mini Dome at 11:00 AM ~

Information pertaining to Faculty Convocation honorees, award winners, and new faculty will be posted on the Academic Affairs website (http://www.etsu.edu/academicaffairs).
New Faculty
Since August 2017

Assist Professor, Lecturer, Visiting Assist Professor, Assoc Professor, Post-Doc Fellow, Professor, Clinical Instructor, Assist Clinical Professor, Research Director

CLEMMER COLLEGE
Jill Channing1................ Educ Leadership & Policy Analysis
Lisa Dunkley1................ Counseling & Human Services
Kwangman Ko1 ................ Counseling & Human Services
Deidra Rogers2................. Counseling & Human Services
Natalia Ward1................ Curriculum & Instruction

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Christine Anzur1.............. Communication & Performance
Candace Bright1.............. Sociology & Anthropology
Richard Carter1............... Biological Sciences
Tassi Dalton2................ Criminal Justice & Criminology
Bradley Edwards1............ Criminal Justice & Criminology
Michael Fowler3............... Art & Design
Stephanie Frye-Clark3 ....... Music
Matthew Geiger1............... Music
Meredith Ginley4............. Psychology
Sean Hawthorne1.............. Music
Matthew Holtmeier1 .......... Literature & Language
Josie Klepper2................ Criminal Justice & Criminology
Anna Knutson1................ Literature & Language
Brett Long1.................... Music
Jane MacMorran1............. Appalachian Studies
Chase Mitchell1.............. Media & Communication
Ray Mohseni1 ................. Chemistry
Kelly Moore1 .................. Psychology
Robert Pattie1............... Physics & Astronomy
Sage Perrott1............... Art & Design
Lisa Perry2 .................... Music
Ashley Rattner8............... Literature & Language
James Rodriguez3 .......... Art & Design
Robert Standaert6 .......... Chair, Chemistry
Jonathon Taylor1 ............ Theatre & Dance
William Tollefson2 .......... Geosciences
Thomas Townsend2 .......... Communication & Performance
Justin Waller2 ............... Music
Chelsea Wessels1........... Literature & Language

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY
Jagdeep Bhandari7 ............ Economics & Finance/Mgmt & Marketing
Seth "Evan" Blankenship2 .... Computing
Ed Hall2 ...................... UIT Director, Computing
Matthew Harrison² Computing
Thomas Horan² Construction Engineering Technology
Marko Kostic⁴ Engineering, Engineering Tech & Surveying
Nasser Maksoud² Computing
Gregory Marlow¹ Digital Media
Sarit Somasa¹ Digital Media
Jared Wilson¹ Engineering, Engineering Tech & Surveying

COLLEGE OF CLINICAL AND REHABILITATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES
Jennifer Boa⁸ Social Work
Jennifer Geiger¹ Social Work
Ann Knudsvig¹ Audiology & Speech Language Pathology
Cameron Meadows¹ Allied Health - Cardiopulmonary
Michele Pedicone¹ Clinical Educ Dir, Allied Health – Cardio
Leslie Temme⁸ Social Work

COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Lisa Allen⁹ Health Services Mgmt & Policy
Tosin Ariyo⁹ Project Lead, Health Services Mgmt & Policy
Roger Blackwell⁷ Community and Behavioral Health
Billy Brooks⁷ Biostatistics & Epidemiology
Stephanie Mathis¹ Community & Behavioral Health

GATTON COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
KariLynn Dowling¹ Pharmacy Practice

QUILEN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Sheree Bray¹ Surgery
Christopher Bridges¹ Family Medicine
Abigail Cruz¹ Pediatrics
Hana El Ado Mikdachi⁴ Obstetrics & Gynecology
Christopher Garner¹ Family Medicine
Jack Goldstein¹ Internal Medicine
Laura Helmly¹ Family Medicine
Sarah Hewitt¹ Family Medicine
Jon Jones⁴ Surgery
Mark Kleinman⁶ Surgery
Matthew Krolikowski¹ Internal Medicine
Varun Kumar¹ Pediatrics
Abigail Mann¹ Family Medicine
Suzanne Moore¹ Internal Medicine
Michael Ostapchuk⁶ Assoc Dean, Family Medicine (GME)
Blair Reece¹ Internal Medicine
Robert Toller¹ Pediatrics
Jennifer Treece¹ Internal Medicine
Donald Willis⁴ Obstetrics & Gynecology
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Misty Cook ................. Undergraduate Programs
Brenda Estep ............... Undergraduate Programs
Wanda Franklin ............. Undergraduate Programs
Jamie Giles ............... Graduate Programs
Carla Green ............... Undergraduate Programs
Jessica Hudson ........... Undergraduate Programs
Ashley Lockhart .......... Undergraduate Programs
Ernest Maupin ........... Graduate Programs
Holly Mitchell ........... Undergraduate Programs
April Morrison ........... Graduate Programs
Carol Sue Plummer .... Undergraduate Programs
S. Lee Ridner ........... Graduate Programs
Kendrea Todt ........... Undergraduate Programs

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
Sharon McGee* ............ Dean (Professor in Literature & Language)
CLEMMER COLLEGE
Cecil N. Blankenship .......... Counseling & Human Services
John Steven Cockerham ...... Counseling & Human Services

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Delbert L. Hall ............... Theatre & Dance
Vida Joyce Hull ................ Art & Design
Debra J. Knisley .............. Mathematics & Statistics
Timothy D. McDowell .......... Biology
Catherine A. Murray .......... Art & Design
George D. Poole .............. Mathematics & Statistics
Rande P. Sanderbeck .......... Music
Ralph D. Slatton .............. Art & Design

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY
Martin L. Barrett ............. Computing
William Hugh Blanton ........ Engineering, Engineering Tech & Surveying
Phillip E. Miller ............. Management & Marketing
Suzanne Smith ................ Computing
Jerry Dean Taylor ............. Engineering, Engineering Tech & Surveying
Ugur Yavas .................... Management & Marketing

COLLEGE OF CLINICAL AND REHABILITATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES
Duane Allen Williams ........ Physical Therapy

GATTON COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
Peter C. Panus ............... Pharmaceutical Sciences

QUILLEN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Balvin Chua .................... Geriatrics & Gerontology
Dennis M. Defoe .............. Biomedical Sciences
Jayantilal B. Mehta .......... Internal Medicine
Patrick Sloan .................. Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences

ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT EMERITUS
Gregory L. Wilgocki .......... Health Affairs
College-Level Faculty Excellence Awards
Academic Year 2017-2018

CLEMMER COLLEGE

Faculty Research Award
Karin Keith, Renee Moran, Laura Robertson, Chih-Che Tai
(SLICE Management Team) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Currium & Instruction

Faculty Service Award
Cynthia Chambers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Educ. Foundations & Special Education

Faculty Teaching Award
L. Kathryn Sharp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Early Childhood Education

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Faculty Research Award
Matthew Palmatier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Psychology

Faculty Service Award
Daniel Boner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appalachian Studies

Faculty Teaching Award
Lee Bidgood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appalachian Studies

New Faculty Award
Nicole Lewis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mathematics & Statistics

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY

Faculty Research Award
Umit Saglam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Management & Marketing

Faculty Service Award
Stephen Hendrix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Computing

Faculty Teaching Award
Sam Burke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Computing

New Faculty Award
Umit Saglam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Management & Marketing

COLLEGE OF CLINICAL AND REHABILITATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES

Faculty Research Award
Courtney Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Physical Therapy

Faculty Service Award
Saravanan Elangovan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Audiology & Speech Language Path

Faculty Teaching Award
Brenda Louw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Audiology & Speech Language Path
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Faculty Service Award
  Judy McCook. Nursing Undergraduate Programs
Faculty Teaching Award
  Susan Burns. Nursing Undergraduate Programs

COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Foundation Research Award
  Amal Khoury. Health Services Management & Policy
Foundation Service Award
  Liang Wang. Biostatistics & Epidemiology
Foundation Teaching Award
  Colin Chesley. Health Services Management & Policy

GATTON COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
Faculty Research Award
  Brooks Pond. Pharmaceutical Sciences
Faculty Service Award
  Brian Cross. Pharmacy Practice
Faculty Teaching Award
  David Hurley. Pharmaceutical Sciences

QUILLEN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Basic Sciences Service Award
  Richard Kostrzewa. Biomedical Sciences
Basic Sciences Teaching Award
  Thomas Ecay. Biomedical Sciences
Clinical Service Award
  Jayantilal Mehta. Internal Medicine

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
Graduate Faculty Mentor Award
  Robert V. Schoborg. Biomedical Sciences

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Outstanding Library Faculty Award
  Travis Clamon. Library Administration
CLEMMER COLLEGE

Julia Bernard ........................... Counseling & Human Services
Heidi Campbell ........................ University School
William Flora ............................. Educ Leadership & Policy Analysis
Amanda Greene .......................... Sport, Exer, Recreation & Kinesiology
Tina Hudson ............................... Educ Foundations & Special Education
Alissa Lange ............................ Early Childhood Education
Sarah Likis-Werle ...................... Counseling & Human Services
Renee Lyons ............................. Curriculum & Instruction
Satoshi Mizuguchi ...................... Sport, Exer, Recreation & Kinesiology
Renee Rice Moran ...................... Curriculum & Instruction
Carol Trivette .......................... Early Childhood Education

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Kelly Foster ............................. Sociology & Anthropology
Heather Killmeyer ..................... Music
Hua Mei ................................. Chemistry
John Rankin .............................. History
Robert Standaert ...................... Chemistry
Alan Stevens ............................ Music
Jill McKnight Stinson ................. Psychology

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY

Prasun Bhattacharjee ................. Business & Technology

COLLEGE OF NURSING

S. Lee Ridner ............................. Nursing Graduate Programs

COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Megan Quinn ............................. Biostatistics & Epidemiology

QUILLEN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

Shunbin Ning ............................ Medicine

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

Joanna Anderson ........................ Library
CLEMMER COLLEGE

To Professor
Cynthia Chambers ..................... Educational Foundations & Special Education
Pamela Scott .......................... Educational Leadership & Policy Analysis
Carol Trivette ......................... Early Childhood Education

To Associate Professor
Julia Bernard .......................... Counseling & Human Services
Amanda Greene ......................... Sport, Exercise, Recreation & Kinesiology
Tina Hudson ......................... Educational Foundations & Special Education
Alissa Lange .......................... Human Development & Learning
Sarah Likis-Werle ..................... Counseling & Human Services
Renee Lyons .......................... Curriculum & Instruction
Satoshi Mizuguchi ..................... Sport, Exercise, Recreation & Kinesiology
Renee Rice Moran ..................... Curriculum & Instruction

To Assistant Professor
Teresa Brooks Taylor .................. Counseling & Human Services

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

To Professor
Michael Allen ........................ Philosophy & Humanities
Ginette Blackhart ....................... Psychology
David Harker ........................ Philosophy & Humanities
Martha Michieka ....................... Literature & Language
Blaine Schubert ....................... Geosciences
Stacey Williams ....................... Psychology

To Associate Professor
Kelly Foster ........................ Sociology & Anthropology
Heather Killmeyer ..................... Music
Hua Mei .......................... Chemistry
John Rankin ........................ History
Alan Stevens ........................ Music
Jill Stinson McKnight ................. Psychology

To Assistant Professor
Michael Marks ........................ Mathematics & Statistics
Willie D. Smith ......................... Mathematics & Statistics
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY
To Professor
Richard Gregory . . . . . . . . . . Economics & Finance
To Associate Professor
Kelly Atkins . . . . . . . . . . Management & Marketing
Prasun Bhattacharjee . . . . . . Economics & Finance

COLLEGE OF CLINICAL AND REHABILITATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES
To Professor
Susan Epps . . . . . . . . . . Allied Health Sciences
Courtney Hall . . . . . . . . . . Physical Therapy

COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH
To Professor
Deborah Slawson . . . . . . . . Community & Behavioral Health
To Associate Professor
Megan Quinn . . . . . . . . . . Biostatistics & Epidemiology

GATTON COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
To Professor
David Stewart . . . . . . . . . . Pharmacy Practice
To Associate Professor
Katelyn Alexander . . . . . . . . Pharmacy Practice
Jessica Burchette . . . . . . . . Pharmacy Practice

QUILLEN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
To Professor
Anne Eberhart . . . . . . . . . . Surgery
Tiffany Lasky . . . . . . . . . . Surgery
To Associate Professor
Kanishka Chakraborty . . . . Internal Medicine
Joseph Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . Surgery
Shunbin Ning . . . . . . . . . . Internal Medicine
Timir Paul . . . . . . . . . . . . Internal Medicine
Deidre Pierce . . . . . . . . . . Internal Medicine
Rupal Shah . . . . . . . . . . . . Internal Medicine

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
To Associate Professor
Joanna Anderson . . . . . . . . Library Administration